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betrayal

I am the impossibly
doubled-back
pak-pak
scuttled 
in a sublet
small box
choking small boxes:
my logarithm
for tomorrow’s
spindly
spathe of noodle.

I am the necro-tale
poh-poh
wrinkled  b e y o n d  real
a spadix of rags,
sibilantly snoozing,
shipwrecked

askew           a
cold 

concrete
plinth,
wretched & wrenched
lap sap:
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my algorithm
for one skin-tight 
sai tosi

they’ll call it choice, 
they’ll thrall it freedom

we    bleed    it      b e t r a y a l

50 of us could thrive
snug, alive
in each
those walled-up 

basements,
myopic
shrines
to their wall-eyed 

debasement.

[pak pak/poh poh – Cantonese – old man/old woman]
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any given SARsday

the dawn picks itself   up 
from  crumple  of  night
and  shakes  its  skinny  shoulders
like a blind dog.

a benison sun
tries to assist
but is pinioned
by these gaunt arms
of omnifarious haze,

&    so
has to fade itself:-

a reluctant
cross-dresser fettered
in the wrong changing shed.

while      time,                 
its scrawny fingers 

all     the     while
gimped askew 
a cripple facade,

gasps 
on the noxious air,
& dilettantes hours,
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like a schoolkid 
snacks on homework.

as
yet  another 
wan day
stoops 

bedridden
beneath

this   precocious 

dusk.
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soup kitchen, sham shui po

with his face
splayed eerie
in rictus grin
&
eyes
that were
habitual liars,

pak pak
gloats
his cracked bowl
of flocculent rice – 
limp and long bereaved
of taste – 
administering
the grievous beef
striates
closer to the grave      
than he.
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[a lament [for the dead]

ah ah ah
what’s the story
now?

what’s the lonely song
of these very lost people?

who wants
this difficult life?

who knows
a new rationale?

ah ah ah
the broken mountain
in the ugly land
nearby
a very dry river

no sunbeams
on this exhausted
day

no sunbeams
on this exhausted
day  

ah ah ah
it’s the end
before
the beginning.]
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bit of a worry, eh

in some skanky
suburban overgrowth
lies the  n  e  x  t
king of his realm –

a billy bunter clone
munching

on a BIG mac 
while 
        kk
gro    ^ ing its
apple namesake;

palpitating how 
he will

over
throw

this regnant
episteme                  [he googled that]

via
some
coup d’etat coup de grace,
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then
instill an age
of ‘electrostatic 
persuasion 
componentry’…

where we’ll
all  be  fried.




